Abstract-Eight covalent bonded graphyne polymers have been proposed using the newly developed USPEX and CALYPSO methods based on the first principle calculations. These polymers are energetically more favorable than the corresponding graphyne under ambient pressure, and seven of them are more stable than fullerene C 60 , indicating their existence possibilities. The mechanical and dynamic stabilities of these crystal structures have been confirmed by calculating their elastic constants and phonon dispersion curves, respectively. The newly developed variable cell nudged elastic band (VC NEB) simulations show that the graphyne → polymer transformation exhibits lower energy barrier than the graphite → diamond transformation. Two of the graphyne polymers have been found to be superhard, and the others are hard materials. These graphyne polymers possess tunable electronic properties from metallic to semiconductive. DOI: 10.3103/S1063457614040042 Keywords: graphyne polymers, hard, electronic characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of fullerene C 60 , novel carbon allotropes with fascinating properties are of great interest in both fundamental science and advanced technology, illustrating their unique significance overwhelmingly. Apart from the natural graphite and diamond, attractive and aesthetically pleasing carbon architectures (including fullerene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, graphyne, and graphdiyne) are developed as revo lutionary materials for further radio frequency logic devices, thermally and electrically conductive reinforced composites, sensors, and transparent electrodes. Research regarding exotic carbon materials with desired and improved properties, such as high hardness, appreciable mechanical strength, metallicity, and semiconductiv ity with narrow band gap, is always a priority.
Hardness governs the technological development of numerous materials. Hard materials offer a viable strategy towards applications in many fields, including wear resistance coatings, abrasives, and cutting and polishing tools. Therefore, designing and synthesizing novel hard and superhard materials are highly antici pated. These efforts concentrate in two areas, i.e., light element compounds in B-C-N-O system with short and strong three dimensional (3D) covalent bonds, and compounds fabricated by light elements (B, C, N, and O) and heavy transformation metals with high valence electron densities [1, 2] . Currently, diamond is known to be the hardest material in the field of industry. Soft graphite can be converted to superhard diamond without catalysts at extremely high pressure above 15 GPa with temperature above 1500°C or above 70 GPa under cold compression [3] [4] [5] . Other carbon allotropes are more readily transformed into superhard carbon materials. For instance, fullerene C 60 can polymerize to 3D superhard carbon phase above 13 GPa; in addi tion, CNTs are transformed into diamond like carbon allotropes at 8.5-9 GPa pressure and further com pressed into an sp 3 hybridization bonded superhard carbon phase under 16 GPa [6] [7] [8] [9] . Compared with stable graphite, metastable carbon allotropes are growing into new precursors for synthesizing hard carbon materials under moderate conditions. Graphyne and graphdiyne are two nonconventional forms of flat carbon networks with sp and sp 2 hybridized carbon atoms [10, 11] . Graphyne (graphdiyne) is visually fabricated by replacing partial or entire carbon bonds in graphene by randomly distributed acetylenic linkages (diacetylenic linkages). The synthesis of graphyne fragment and large graphdiyne film emphasizes their research significance [12, 13] . The introduction of acetylenic linkages softens graphyne, which results in lower Young's modulus, shear modulus, and layer modulus compared with graphene, CNTs, and fullerene [14] . Given the strengthening evolutions of 1 The text was submitted by the authors in English.
graphite → diamond and fullerene → polymers, graphyne is expected to be strengthened by stacked into 3D graphite like graphyne; in this process, neighboring graphyne layers are joined via Van der Waals force. In addition, graphyne is also assumed to be strengthened by polymerization into covalent bonded graphyne polymer, where graphyne layers are wrinkled and interlayers are buckled by covalent bonds. Graphite like graphyne is softer than graphite but exhibits the same large elastic anisotropy [15] . Electronically, these materials can be semimetals, or exhibit doubled Dirac cones, which can be tuned by an electric field with a narrow gap, or can intrinsically possess narrow band gaps [15] [16] [17] . Further investigations show that graphite like graphyne can act as lithium ion battery anode [18] . However, covalent bonded graphyne polymer has been rarely studied. Recently, two covalent bonded graphyne polymers are designed theoretically and are predicted to be hard and brittle; these polymers also exhibit tunable electronic properties [19, 20] . Considering the diversity of graphyne, more covalent bonded graphyne polymers are expected.
In the present study, we proposed eight novel carbon allotropes by the recently developed ab initio evolutionary algorithm USPEX and CALYPSO, which are designed for crystal structure prediction [21, 22] . These materials are covalent bonded graphyne polymers that are formed via layer by layer folding and buckling perpendicular to the graphyne layer. This transformation mechanism is similar to that of graphite → diamond. However, the energy barriers of the transformation from graphite like graphynes at zero pressure are 0.12-0.34 eV/atom, which are lower than that of graphite → diamond. These covalent bonded graphyne polymers are energetically more favorable than the corresponding graphyne and most of them are even more stable than fullerene C 60 . The mechanical and dynamic stabilities are confirmed by elastic constants and phonon dispersion curves, respectively. Electronic band structure calculations indicate that covalent bonded graphyne polymers possess tunable electronic properties from semimetallic to semiconductive with large band gaps. Covalent bonded graphyne polymers show remarkably appreciable mechanical properties, such as high hardness, high Young's modulus, and high bulk modulus. Superior properties suggest their promising applications in various fields, including microelectronic devices, energy storage, wear resistant coatings, abrasives, and cutting and polishing tools. Our research broadens our understanding of designing and synthesizing hard and superhard materials; moreover, our research provides insights into the significance of graphyne.
CALCULATION METHODS
Crystal structure prediction methods, USPEX and CALYPSO, are employed to design reasonable carbon allotropes [21, 22] ; these methods have been successfully applied to construct various valid carbon polymorphs [23] [24] [25] [26] . Structural searches were conducted up to 24 atoms/cell within the 0 GPa to 25 GPa pressure range. Structural relaxations were performed using the CASTEP code [27] . The Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotential was used at the chosen plane wave cutoff energy of 310 eV [27] . Structural relaxation is completed when the maximum energy change, the maximum force, the maximum stress, and maximum ionic displacement are less than 5.0 × 10 -6 eV/atom, 0.01 eV/Å, 0.02 GPa, and 5.0 × 10 -4 Å, respectively. The exchange correlation terms were treated using the method described by Ceperley and Alder as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger (CA PZ) form of local density approximation (LDA) [28, 29] . A k point separation (2π × 0.04 Å -1 ) was assigned to generate a k point grid using the Monkhorst Pack grid parameters [30] . The linear response method [31, 32] and finite displacement method [27] were used to calculate the phonon frequencies of semi conductive and metallic carbon allotropes, respectively. The variable cell nudged elastic band (VC NEB) method provides a broad way to find minimum energy path and investigate the activation pathways between the given initial and end phases for a phase transformation process; the VC NEB is used in estimating the transformation energy barrier under ambient pressure [33] .
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Fabricated graphyne alternatively contains neighboring benzene rings because of the position and ratio of acetylic linkage (-C≡C-) inserted into graphene. For convenience, graphyne without neighboring benzene rings is named α,β,γ graphyne [10] and others are named g graphyne [34] . The phase transformations of 6,6,6 graphyne, 10,10,10 graphyne, 14,14,14 graphyne, 18,18,18 graphyne, g graphyne I, and g graphyne II are analyzed (Figs. 1 and 2, Table 1 ). Under appropriate pressure or other external dynamics, 2A graphite like 10,10,10 graphyne (Fig. 2c ) is wrinkled and buckled perpendicular to the graphyne layers, thereby form ing a monoclinic carbon structure with 16 atoms in a unit cell (dubbed mC16 carbon, as shown in Fig. 1a) . The sp hybridized carbon atoms in 10,10,10 graphyne (marked gray spheres in Fig. 2c (1.564 Å) approaches to that in diamond (1.54 Å); whereas the length of sp 2 -sp 3 bonds (1.484 Å) is measured between these bonds. Similar polymerization changes occur in oP12 carbon and hP12 carbon from g gra phyne II and 6,6,6 graphyne, respectively. However, in the g graphyne I → tP6 carbon [35] , half sp 2 hybrid ized atoms in graphyne transform into sp 3 hybridized atoms and the rest are preserved in the continuous ben Fig. 1 . Optimized crystal structures of covalent bonded graphyne polymers perpendicular to the graphyne layer. Plate (a)
The gray spheres represent the carbon atoms trans formed from the sp hybridized atoms in corresponding graphyne, and the black ones represent the carbon atoms transformed from the sp 2 hybridized atoms in graphyne. The polymers (e.g., mC16 carbon) are named after the crystal system (mono clinic), space group (C2/m), and carbon atom number in a unit cell (16 3 hybridization. The differences between these hybridized atoms originate from the differ ent wrinkles of graphyne sheet before the interlayer buckling. According to the same principle, 14,14,14 gra phyne can alternatively transform into either oC12 carbon or oC24 carbon. For a theoretically designed crystal structure, structural stability is the first property that needs to be researched among other properties. We have checked the mechanical and dynamic stabilities of those cova lent bonded graphyne polymers by calculating their elastic constants and phonon dispersions, respectively. For a mechanically stable crystal structure, its independent elastic constants should satisfy the generalized Born stability criteria [37] . The calculated elastic constants C ij (Table 2 ) of the eight structures clearly meet the mechanical stability criteria, which suggests their mechanical stabilities at ambient pressure. The appearance of imaginary phonon frequency means that the structure cannot exist at ambient pressure. The phonon curves of all covalent bonded graphyne polymers (except the previously proposed tP6 carbon, oC12 carbon, and hP16 carbon) are summarized in Fig. 3 . No imaginary phonon frequency is evidently detected in the whole Brillouin zone for the five novel structures, which demonstrates the dynamic stabilities of those carbon poly morphs.
Thermodynamic stability can be estimated by comparing the energy of proposed structures with existed structures (Fig. 4) . At ambient pressure, graphite is the most stable carbon allotrope, and fullerene C 60 is metastable with higher energy (0.39 eV/atom) relative to graphite. As the diacetylenic linkage is introduced, 2A graphite like graphdiyne possesses the highest energy with 0.90 eV/atom higher than graphite. 2A graphite like g graphyne I, g graphyne II, 6,6,6 graphyne, and 10,10,10 graphyne are energetically more favorable than graphdiyne. Our proposed covalent bonded graphyne polymers are energetically more stable than corresponding graphynes. All polymers except the recently proposed tP6 carbon have higher energetic stabilities than C 60 , and oC12 carbon possesses the lowest energy. Given the low energies of our designed covalent bonded graphyne polymers, such polymers are highly recommended to be synthesized from graphyne or some other high energy carbon allotropes.
(e) Fig. 3 . Simulated phonon dispersion curves of (a) hP12 carbon, (b) oP12 carbon, (c) oI16 carbon, (d) mC16 carbon, and (e) oC24 carbon at ambient pressure. Synthesis of metastable carbon phases depends on two important aspects of the transformation process, i.e., the energies of the initial and final states and the transformation energy barrier [38] . Although the energies of covalent bonded graphyne polymers are lower than that of the corresponding graphynes, a critical issue in rationalizing such phase transformation is pertinent to the transformation energy barrier. The transformation is estimated through the recently developed VC NEB method.
Graphite is the most stable carbon allotrope at ambient pressure. Extremely high pressure and temperature are demanded to transform graphite into diamond because of the high energy barrier. Recent theoretical calculations illustrate that metastable carbon precursors (e.g., CNTs) more readily transform into novel carbon phases with fascinating properties under moderate pressure conditions because of the lower energy barrier [38] . This understanding can be generalized to the high energy graphyne. In the current study, 2A graphite like graphynes are employed in calculating the phase transformation energy barrier under ambient pressure (Fig. 5) . The bidirectional energy barrier from g graphyne I to tP6 carbon is 0.249 eV/atom, and 0.349 eV/atom for the reverse process. The former is lower than the 0.26-0.33 eV/atom from graphite to diamond and the latter is higher than 0.288 eV/atom for the reverse process [38, 39] . This finding indicates that tP6 carbon is easier to be obtained and quenched under appropriate pressure. The 6,6,6 graphyne → hP12 carbon transformation encounters the highest energy barrier of 0.339 eV/atom. This value is comparable with that of graphite → diamond. Although oC12 carbon is energetically more stable than oC24 carbon, the latter is easier to be obtained because the energy barrier of 14,14,14 graphyne → oC24 carbon is lower than that of 14,14,14 graphyne → oC12 carbon. Similarly, energetically inferior hP16 carbon possesses lower phase transformation energy barrier than oI16 carbon from 18,18,18 graphyne.
Our investigations show that the graphyne is still in graphite like model with inter layer distance of 1.9-2.2 Å at the energy barrier peak (inserts in Fig. 5 ). Similar results are also observed in the transformation of graphite → diamond and CNTs → 3D polymers [38] . Interestingly, the graphene layer is always plain before bonding in graphite → diamond transformation, but the graphyne layer is wrinkled at the barrier peak. This finding further confirms that graphyne is more easily deformed than graphene because of the presence of acetylenic linkages.
Covalent bonded graphyne polymers possess tunable densities that ranged from the 1.9 g/cm 3 of hP16 carbon (which approaches to that of graphite) to 3.3 g/cm 3 of oP12 carbon (which is close to that of dia mond). Therefore, these polymers will show various properties.
Graphite is semimetallic, whereas diamond is semiconductive with a large band gap. Theoretical simula tions demonstrate that graphynes are either semiconductive or semimetallic [40] [41] [42] [43] . Covalent bonded gra phyne polymers readily show more abundant electronic properties relative to graphyne (Fig. 6) . The hP12 carbon and oI16 carbon are semiconductive, whereas the corresponding 6,6,6, graphyne and 18,18,18 gra phyne are metallic, which is similar to the change from graphite to diamond. However, the other 18,18,18 graphyne production, hP16 carbon, inherits the metallic properties, and similar phenomena happens on oC12 carbon and oC24 carbon. The tP6 carbon, oP12 carbon, and mC16 carbon show analogous metallic properties with the parent graphynes. The oC12 carbon and oI16 carbon notably possess rather narrow band gaps of just 0.29 eV and 0.57 eV, respectively. This finding is significant in various applications, such as high speed nanoelectronics, transparent electrodes, and chemical sensors.
Graphene is known to be one of the strongest materials with an ultrahigh in plane Young's modulus of ~ 1 TPa [44] . However, the introduced acetylenic linkages soften graphyne, which results in decreased Young's modulus, shear modulus, and bulk modulus (i.e., the so called layer modulus) to half of that of graphene [14] . For the newly designed covalent bonded graphyne polymers (Table 3) , the Young's modulus that is quasi horizontal to the graphyne layers change greatly from 102.2 GPa to 768.9 GPa; this parameter closely depends on the ratio of acetylenic linkages in the parent graphyne and the wrinkle vertical to the graphyne layers. The Young's modulus quasi vertical to the graphyne sheet is significantly high, and that of all ratio, have been addressed to measure material hardness [1, 45, 46] . Bond resistance model [45] 46] . The oP12 carbon and mC16 carbon are superhard materials with hardness higher than 40 GPa. Although these materials exhibit less hardness than diamond, they show better ductility. The ratio B/G has been widely used to check the ductility/brittleness of a crystal. Pugh [47] proposed that high (low) B/G value is associated with ductility (brittleness), and the critical value is 1.75. All covalent bonded graphyne polymers are more ductile than diamond (see Table 2 ), and tP6 carbon and hP16 carbon are ductile materials.
Raman spectroscopy is commonly used as a fingerprint in identifying a phase transformation. This method has been widely used in investigating CNT deformation and polymerization under pressure. In the current study, oP12 carbon, hP16 carbon, and oI16 carbon are provided to explain transformation using Raman spectroscopy. The nature of graphyne triple bond (bonds II and VI in Fig. 7) is characterized by the unique Raman spectrum with the eigenfrequency of approximately 2200 cm -1 (marked squares), whereas these of graphite and diamond are 1582 cm -1 and 1332 cm -1 , respectively. In the g graphyne II → oP12 carbon transformation, triple bonds (bond II) are polymerized into single bonds (bond I); this process results in the eigenfrequency redshift to 1762 cm -1 (marked triangles). In 18,18,18 graphyne → hP16 carbon, the triple bonds (bond VI) exclusively change into single bonds (bond III) with the eigenfrequency in graphyne redshift to 1597 cm -1 , which approaches to that of graphite. However, the triple bonds in 18,18,18 graphyne are changed into two kinds of single bonds in oI16 carbon, i.e., the bonds IV and V. The length of bond IV is 1.33 Å, which is a little shorter than that of graphite (1.42 Å) and corresponds to the Raman peak at 1775.4 cm -1 . By contrast, the bond V (1.40 Å) is similar to graphite and corresponds to the Raman peak at 1430.9 cm -1 .
CONCLUSIONS
Covalent bonded graphyne polymers with high hardness have been designed by employing crystal struc ture methods, USPEX and CALYPSO, based on the first principle calculations. Our research suggests gra phyne as a novel precursor to synthesize hard and superhard carbon materials. As the variety of graphynes and phase transformation processes, there are various mechanically and dynamically stable covalent bonded gra phyne polymers with different densities. Covalent bonded graphyne polymers are energetically more stable than corresponding graphynes, moreover, most of them are even more stable than fullerene C 60 at ambient pressure. The phase transformation from graphite like graphyne to covalent bonded graphyne polymer encounters lower energy barrier than that from graphite to diamond. This finding suggests that more moderate pressure is required in graphyne → polymers than that of graphite → diamond transformation. Covalent bonded graphyne polymers are either semiconductive or metallic with high hardness, Young's modulus, and bulk modulus. This finding indicates promising applications of covalent bonded graphyne polymers in micro electronic devices, energy storage, wear resistance coatings, abrasives, and cutting and polishing tools. 
